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games
Samurai Su Doku No 130 - Easy (40 mins)

Brain Trainer

Su Doku No 2430 - Difficult

Killer No 1061 - Deadly (70 mins)

How to solve Su Doku. Fill the grid so that every column,
every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9
Stuck on Ken Ken, Killer or Su Doku?
Call 0901 3225005 to receive four clues for any of today’s
puzzles. Calls cost 75p from BT landlines.

Follow standard Su Doku rules, but digits within the cells
joined by dotted lines should add up to the printed top
left-hand figure. Within each dotted-line “shape”, a digit
CANNOT be repeated.
For solutions to Ken Ken, Su Doku & Killer see Times2
on Monday

Ken Ken No 386 - Medium

Tredoku No 4 - Medium

All the digits 1 to 6 must appear in every row and column.
In each thick-line “block”, the target number in the top
left-hand corner is calculated from the digits in all the cells
in the block, using the operation indicated by the symbol.

Tredoku is similar to Su Doku: numbers 1-9 should
appear only once in each 3x3 box and 9-square line. But
since it is in 3D space, the 9-square lines could be straight
or bent; follow each line’s direction in search of clues.

Follow the instructions from the top,
starting with the number given to reach
an answer at the bottom in 30 seconds
EASY

MEDIUM

HARDER

48

97

375

x3

DOUBLE IT

2/5 OF IT

+6

– 18

80% OF IT

÷5
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÷ 12
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TIMES ITSELF
+ 200% OF IT

+9
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+ 13
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- 1/5 OF IT

1/ OF IT
2

TIMES ITSELF

+ 1/4 OF IT

ANSWER

ANSWER

ANSWER

© Puzzlermedia

Answers below

Win a Sony LCD TV
Solve the puzzle
and text in the
numbers in the
three shaded
boxes. Text
TIMES followed
by space and then your three
numbers to 60070 (eg, TIMES 123)
by midnight. Or enter by phone. Call
09012 925 274 by midnight. Leave
your three answer numbers (in any
order) and your details.

Solution to last week’s Samurai Su Doku
Our five-grid Su Doku will
test your powers of logic and
elimination — against the clock.
Fill the grid so that every column,
every row and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles
overlap, the rows and columns do not
go beyond their usual length but the
interlocking boxes give you more
clues — and more complexity!
Remember — don’t try to solve
each Su Doku grid in turn, the puzzle
has to be tackled as a whole.

Each text or call (from BT landline) costs £1.
The winner is chosen at random from all
correct entries after the lines close. One
draw per week. You must be over 18 to enter.
If you call/text in after midnight you will not
be entered but you will be charged. Full
terms and conditions at
timesonline.co.uk/sudoku. Help: 020-7860
1130 local rate (Mon-Fri 9am-5.30pm)

Friday’s solutions Su Doku No 2428 Su Doku No 2429

KenKen No 385
Su Doku/Killer
© sudokusolver.com
KenKen ™ Puzzles are
used with permission
of Gakken Co Ltd
and Nextoy, LLC
Puzzle content
©2009GakkenCoLtd
Tredoku © Mindome
Ltd 2009

Fill the grid so that every column,
every row and every 3x2 box
contains the digits 1 to 6.
Developed by Su Doku Syndication
Easy 72; Medium 361; Harder 185

Brain Trainer

Stuck?
Call 0901 322 5005 to receive four
clues for any of today’s puzzles.
Calls cost 75p from BT landlines.

Killer No 1060

jumbo crossword no 800
Cryptic clues
Across
1 Character doing my job, working as
compositor (11)
7 Additional work performed before
sergeant enters? (6)
10 Old university’s variable old drink (4)
14 Wizard out West circumventing current
plumbing problem (7)
15 State spies seizing article buried in
rubbish (7)
16 Spanish nobleman’s elderly relative
standing by river (7)
17 Frisky bay shares home in Sussex resort
(8-2-3)
18 Information staff are given about
outdated plant (9)
19 Geordie mother curtailed youngster’s
dance (5)
21 Scheming, but busy with retired lecturer
limiting sentimentality (2,2,2,4)
23 Houdini’s act? It was great for Steve
McQueen (6)
25 Unchanging, like more than half of
Istanbul once (8)
26 Description of flock with Italian boy at
island lake? (14)
29 Unlicensed liquor store woman visited (7)
30 Like disheartened soldiers in recent
return of fire, say (9)
31 Pious artist almost captures heart of
landlady (5)
32 Ultimate tribute about astronaut’s fourth
circuit (5)
34 Judge’s decree, one delayed by an
inhabitant of Amman? (9)
37 It should stop worker going on main line
(7)
39 Mainly to satisfy the doctor, begin to
restrict pressure (3,3,4,4)
41 Ancient Jew is reportedly dejected, you
understand (8)
43 Possibly wife and son beginning to picnic
by river (6)
44 Former pupil entering race — he’s a
hater of some Europeans (10)
45 Girl, on leaving, adopts a false name (5)
48 Cleaner with a prohibition order caught
coach (9)
49 Cat giving creatures like Slow-and-Solid
gyp! (13)
51 In can, after flap over gang leader (7)
52 Dishonourable toff in island with broken
leg (7)
53 Transparent film found in a church
gallery (7)
54 National routine backed by king (4)
55 Silver found in quiet street in French
capital? (6)
56 Distracted senators met closest to where
the sun rises (11)
Down
1 Very upset about bolted crossbeam (7)
2 Necessarily including soldier in
operation (11)
3 Broke a hole in cooker (5)
4 Get lost? A certain type of athlete might
(4,1,7,4)

times2 clues
Across
1 British international development company
(5,6)
7 Feature visible on the moon (6)
10 Nocturnal birds (4)
14 Smallest of the Great Lakes (7)
15 Archangel (7)
16 Wall/ceiling covering (7)
17 Travelling widely (13)
18 Additional payment (9)
19 Speak tediously (5)
21 Consent, authorisation (10)
23 Greatest (6)
25 Including a wide variety of things (8)
26 Something played by Nigel Kennedy, perhaps
(6,8)
29 Keyboard piece emphasising touch (7)
30 Help out (4,1,4)
31 Lived (in a place) (5)
32 Toilet; secret (5)
34 Ugly in form (9)
37 West African country (7)
39 Levy on dividends paid overseas (11,3)
41 Guide (a vessel) (8)
43 Make of car (6)
44 Forerunner of Badminton (10)
45 Large semi-aquatic mammal (5)
48 Commercial fish producer (5,4)
49 Dishonest dealings (5,8)
51 Erudite (7)
52 Contagious skin disease (7)
53 Publicly denounced (7)
54 Long difficult journey (4)
55 Divine revelation (6)
56 Infuriatingly (11)

5 Brood over note in Caribbean republic (8)
6 In crime, sons go crazy, raking this in
untaxed? (5,6)
7 More than usually wide, perhaps (5)
8 Alter attitude, like a composer of
variations? (6,4,4)
9 Unusually large Eastern feast (6)
11 Short of staff, a French editor engages
rising leftist writer (11)
12 Late opuses regularly absorbing Italian
composer, briefly (7)
13 Engage in sport and risk a wet trip (5-3)
20 Once surpassed openings of operas,
using short score (7)
22 Dance regularly used at end of
engagement (5)
24 Speak bluntly, correctly identifying one
of the pack (4,1,5,1,5)
25 Abandoned players of note (4,3)
27 Clothes and bedding awaiting delivery? (7)
28 Contemplation of the cars involved in
trial (5-9)
31 Relative standing before Moses in
painting (7)
33 Mayor upset food over head of one-time
boss (11)
35 Horrify an epistoler, say (5)
36 Impossible to retrieve story that’s about
bishop as leader (11)
38 Gaelic harp recollected round island
group (11)
40 A man’s overwhelming fear of a
European state (8)
42 Passes admitting unmarried officers (8)
43 Instrument once used to fire on capsized
vessel? (7)
46 Conspicuous way to protect a right (7)
47 Where aircraft may be no good in
sea-mist (6)
49 Future perfect? Could be stressful (5)
50 Gertrude’s large earthenware mug (5)

Prizes

The prize for each of the first correct
solutions to the Cryptic and times2 Jumbo
clues to be opened will be a collection of
Times reference books — including The
Times Concise Atlas, Collins English
Dictionary (9th Edition), The Times
Crossword Book 10 (2005) and The Times
Su Doku Book 8 published by
HarperCollins — worth more than £120.
Entries should be marked “Cryptic” or
“times2” and sent to: Jumbo 800, Books,
The Times, 1 Pennington Street, London
E98 1TT, to arrive by February 26. The
winners and the solutions will be
published on February 28.

Name ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................. Postcode ..............................................................................................................
Phone number ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Solutions to the jumbo crossword and the winners’ names can be found on the inside back pages of the main paper

Three pages of games Chess, Bridge, Scrabble, The Times, times2 and The Listener crosswords plus your favourite word games are on the back and inside pages of the main paper

Down
1 Blocked (7)
2 Relating to treatment of teeth/jaw irregularities (11)
3 Old form of Norwegian (5)
4 Distance representing one minute of arc at
the equator (12,4)
5 Futile, of no value (8)
6 Smaller section (11)
7 Hold tightly (to) (5)
8 North African range (5,9)
9 Send (goods) abroad (6)
11 Brook, stream, etc (11)
12 Excess (7)
13 Miserably inadequate (8)
20 Custom of marring outside the tribe (7)
22 System for teaching singing (3-2)
24 San Francisco landmark (6,4,6)
25 One used by another for awkward task (4,3)
27 Traditional Scottish biscuit (7)
28 Genre for Beethoven, Mozart, etc (9,5)
31 Small shark (7)
33 Formally question (11)
35 Named (archaic/literary); rhymes with
altitude (5)
36 Where the heavens are projected (11)
38 The charging of motorists according to
distance and time of driving (4,7)
40 Poignant, evocative (8)
42 Wrote (music) (8)
43 Sailor (7)
46 Opportunity for public to visit (4,3)
47 Male goose; look (6)
49 Section of a rocket (5)
50 Spiny succulents (5)

